
Wings
the rock opera

by Skippy
Author's note:  The characters & events in this play are entirely fictitious.  Any resemblance to actual 
people or events is accidental.  And remember, if I didn't love you, I wouldn't make fun of you.

Characters

Emily Stilson, a Thespian

Amy, an acting teacher

Thespians, they act

Assistant Stage Manager, heard but never seen

Stage Manager, the stage manager

Prelude
As the audience enters Ms. Stilson is sitting in a folding metal chair.  She has a tattered piece of 

paper in her hand.  She nervously scrutinizes it, hoping to remember her lines when she is on stage for 
audition.  After all, it's not like actors prepair for auditions before the audition.  Why would they do 
that?

Audition



Oh fuck oh fuck oh fuck --

-- what am I doing here, utter disarray, chaos, directors, stage hands, actors, I can't compete, can't 
handle this sort of thing any more, past my prime!

Monologue?  Do I have a prepared monologue?

My gestures (what's my motivation?) feel forced . . . artificial.  Not driven by any specific choice, just 
flailing about, hoping it works, hoping something will . . . what are they asking me?  What parts have I 
played before?  

Roles!  Too many roles!

Was doing leading roles . . . on stage . . . when you were a sperm cell . . . (punk!) don't need wanna-be . 
. . director (punk!) . . . like you . . . questioning my credentials.

Yes, feels warm, nice . . . 
Yes, here is my light!

Light!
Where is my light!
Must change blocking!

Shit . . . 

-- all around faces of high school kids college students no talent blank minds think I was like that once 
couldn't tell ass from hole in ground good theatre from reality TV Neil Simon clone bullshit drama no 
development one liners no meaning just fluff all special effects no depth cast me in some shit like that 
never will do!

What's my name?  Can't you read my resume?

Head shot?  I gave you a fucking head shot!

Who's running this audition.

Do my monologue as if I were older?  As if I were younger?  As if I were a man?  Yes no problem.  Do 
my monologue backwards?  Shit . . . Yes, no problem.  Soon be over, soon be cast . . . will get a role. 
Always have.

Casting
Ms. Stilson:  Still . . . wait call back kiss ass . . . three times read some part cold readings suck oh wait 
do with someone else there try again.  Time passing soon be over done with this.  Done with . . . what? 
Disorganized . . . directors trying to run things . . . no techies to keep control.  No motivation have no 
motivation for this cold reading just a dialogue out of context.  No development no reason nothing 
pulling or pushing me just words on a page.  Something is wrong.  Other person can't act crash oh shit 
crashing come on follow in the script not complicated young punk college kid no reading skills put 



some emotion into the words  . . .  Yes but my skills are still intact . . .  How long have I been here? 
Call backs are terrible.  Can remember nothing.

(Time passes.  Gratuitous lighting effects occur.)

Ms. Stilson:  No, definitely I am going to get a role!  Other actors (can't call them that with straight 
face) have no talent.  I am moving to the top of the list something moving moving without movement.

(Time passes.  Gratuitous lighting effects occur.)

Ms. Stilson:  What an amazing diva I am!

(Time passes.  Gratuitous lighting effects occur.)

Ms. Stilson:  “Hapst aporkshop flettish yes” . . . no, these are not lines.  This is gibberish.  These are not 
words, only noise.  This play makes no sense.  No beginning nor middle nor end.  No characters save 
mine.  You call this a plot?  Four year old children could make better plot than this.  Oh but look it was 
“researched”  by Kopit.  Yes Kopit.  Who is Kopit?  Has he ever written anything anyone has ever 
heard of before?  No, maybe the theatre is doing this play because it's in the public domain – 

Rehearsal
Assistant Stage Manager:  (From off stage.)  Has everyone signed in?!

Ms. Stilson:  Stop hold cut stop wait cross-stage-right cross-stage-left should be farther, stage, up stage, 
thought you wanted me farther down stage that's how we did it last night what do you mean no we 
didn't yes we did that is a change don't tell me it's not a change I know a change when I see one.  Who 
is taking blocking notes?  No one?  No blocking notes?  What do you mean you aren't taking any 
blocking  notes until the director stops changing things?  What kind of stage manager are you, just flirts 
with girl, no blocking notes.  Assistant stage manager only cares about sign-in sheet.  And what are 
these screens?  Always in my way!  Get this fucking screen out of my way!  I'm an artist!  Oh my god! 
Now I understand!  I've committed myself to this play!

Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, can you cross stage right?

Ms. Stilson:  Stage right?  Yes.

Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, can you cross stage right?

Ms. Stilson:  I just crossed stage right.  Cross stage right more?

Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, cross stage right of the screen.

Ms. Stilson:  You didn't say stage right of the screen, you said stage right.

Thespian:  Stage right of the screen.

Ms. Stilson:  I am stage right of the screen.  What is wrong with you?



Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, cross stage left.

Ms. Stilson:  I thought you wanted me stage right?  Fine, that's how you want to play it.  There!

Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, cross stage left!

Ms. Stilson:  Oh my god, this is grotesque!

Thespians appear in the background with musical instruments and begin playing/singing to the tune of  
Comfortably Numb by Pink Floyd:

Thespians:

Ms. Stilson.  Are we moving you too fast?
Now put your nose here on this line
That's how the blocking has been all the time
Ms. Stilson.  Makey your acting powers
Can you cross stage right and left?
We are wondering if you are deaf

Ms. Stilson:

There is no pain, I have been drinking
Looking for my lines inside a bottle
It's the only way that I can cope
As each day goes by I have little hope
This play will take off and fly
No matter how I try
And I can't recall my blocking notes

Thespians:

Okay, let's try running your lines for awhile
You're gonna have to carry the whole show
Glad it isn't us don't you know

Ms. Stilson:

There is no hope for understanding
What these lines are trying to say
I run them over and over and over
But still I can't get a hold on them
Jungdaball they just fly away
And I just can't seem to get off book

The Thespians launch into the final musical portion of the song.  As the blistering guitar solo is played 
a vase of flowers appears on stage.  The screens close in around Ms. Stilson and the flowers.  Ms.  
Stilson studies the flowers intently.  Maybe she can find her lines in them.  The light on the flowers 



grows brighter and brighter until it peaks with the end of the song.  Lights fade on all except Ms. 
Stilson.

Ms. Stilson:  Yes no question I am fucked.  What's the word?  Yes that's the word.  Fucked.  Been 
working on these lines for weeks.  Still they make no sense.  Can't for the life of me come up with any 
motivation to say something like “jungdaball” and the pronunciation of “mauve”  Arguing with 
children over the pronunciation of mauve.  Anyhow to resume stage manager sucks, assistant stage 
manager sucks, director changes mind every day.  Do the busy, come to rehearsal and stay busy but 
make no progress.  Don't know my lines.  No set, no other actors, no visible light cues.  Nothing to 
work with, just me on stage trying to remember these stupid lines, if you call them lines, and these 
screens always getting in my way.  Bunch of noddygobbit nip-n-tuck plastic surgery let the playwright 
just puke words on the page and force me to make sense of them caught-in spinning downwards total 
flop of a play that is never going to get my name in lights!

Suddenly she in in another realm.  Sense of glamour and stardom.

Ms. Stilson:  Theatre!  See it thanks, okay, back to when we made art.  Those were the days. 
Performing in plays that had meaning, social commentary.  With actors.  People who could play a 
scene.  Bring an audience to laughter or tears.  Yes, those were the days.  Must not think about it, must 
focus on the present.  Director asking me can I cross the stage in the shape of a question mark, can I not 
use my left arm, when am I going to learn my lines.  I'd like to see you learn these lines.  What use can 
these lines be to anybody?  No one is going to understand this play.  Where is the stage manager?  Is he 
ever going to do anything?  There he is, flirting again.  Good thing I don't need him.  I don't need 
anyone.  I'm a diva.  Just a fact you know.  Shit, somebody's coming.

Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, if you don't mind we need to run your lines.

Ms. Stilson:  Lines?  Yes?

Thespian:  Ok good.  How far into the play are you off book?

Ms. Stilson:  Never.  Not at all.

Thespian:  Right.  Are you off book for Awakening?

Ms. Stilson:  Well now well now depends on what you mean by off book.

Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, can you do Awakening without your script?

Ms. Stilson:  (After much pondering.)  No.

Thespian:  Can you do awakening if someone is on book for you?

Ms. Stilson:  On book for me.  Yes.

Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, I have some objects here.  (The Thespian takes out a script, a small voice 
recorder, a CD player and a bottle of champaign.  Spreads them out on the table.)  Could you point to 
the object you would use for learning your lines?  (Very long silence.  Finally she picks up the bottle of  
champaign and shows it to the Thespian.  Then she puts it down.  Waits.)  Ms. Stilson, here, take this 



object in your hand.  (Hands her the script.)  Do you know what this object is called?

Ms. Stilson:  Book.  Burden.  Paper.  Toilet paper.  Script.  Script!

Thespian:  Show me what you do with it.  (For several moments she does nothing, then she opens the 
script and looks down at it, as if reading.)  Very good.  Thank you.  (Thespian exits.)

Ms. Stilson:  Dark now again in my future.  Yesterday we ran the entire play.  At least I was told it was 
the play.  Had no idea what I was doing.  Blocking was all different.  Only called for lines forty or fifty 
times.  We open soon.  Time has become my enemy.

Assistant Stage Manager:  (From off stage.)  Has everyone signed in?!

(Lights change.  She is in another place.)

Ms. Stilson:  I am doing well of course.  Fifty pages of nonsense words, muddled stage directions and 
these screens always in my way.  I'd like to see you do better.  The director still pretends I can't 
remember my blocking.  I believe he must be mad.  No he is not mad.  I am mad.  Today I realized it.  I 
accepted this role!

Thespian:  Ms. Stilson, can you cross stage left on your line “kesterfats of the romancers”.

Ms. Stilson:  Dammit yesterday you told me to stay here!

Stage Manager:  Okay that's an actor.  Mustn't argue with the director.  Cross stage left.  He will forget 
all about this by tomorrow then you can do it the way you want to do it.  Once we are in performance 
he loses all control anyway.

Ms. Stilson:  Out!  Get this shit out of my theatre!  What artistic director approved this play for 
production anyhow!  This isn't Becket, only a twisted reflection of Becket's brilliance!

Stage Manager:  Okay, that's it. Time out.  Go to your corner!

Light change.  Ms. Stilson is in the time out corner.

Amy enters.

Ms. Stilson:  What has happened to me?

Amy:  You have been cast.  In a play.  A poorly written play.  At least the running time is short.  Are 
you sure that will be enough?

Ms. Stilson:  Oh yes, if we can just keep the running time down and not do any hold-over 
performances.  

Lights change.  They are on stage alone.

Amy:  Nice to be on stage.  Nice to be an actor isn't it?



Ms. Stilson:  Yes indeed.

Amy:  Have you learned your lines yet?

Ms. Stilson:  The thing is . . . 

Amy:  Yes?

Ms. Stilson:  I just can't do it like I use to.

Amy:  Yes I know.  That's because of the script.

Ms. Stilson:  The words just don't stay in my muscle memory.  I can't make sense of the tubbled 
globbidge in the rubbleway neffsant – 

Amy:  Emily!  Emily!

Ms. Stilson:  Yes?

Amy:  You are talking like your character.

Ms.  Stilson:  I am?

Amy:  Yes.

Ms.  Stilson:  Please.  Kill me now.

Amy:  I can't kill you now.  The show must go on.  (Ms. Stilson looks off, in silence.  A pause.)  Emily 
do remember anything about your life before?  Before you were cast in this role?

Ms. Stilson:  Oh yes indeed!  Very much!  I use to walk out.  I walked out on stage.  Sitting here I can 
close my eyes shut out all that I can't do with, hearing my own lines, consistent blocking, dialogue that 
made sense.  Conveyed meaning.  Close my eyes then, go to – (light change, she is in another place) 
Here I go.  Three Viewings.  Award winning.  Standing ovations.  Got cheated out of first place though. 
By children.  Jewish children in a concentration camp.  No substance, pure pity and emotion.  Audience 
manipulation with emotions.  Must try that sometime . . .  And Cheddar.  There was a real stage 
manager.  She actually did something.  No one sleeps here, the audience pays attention.  Sold out 
houses.  People standing in the doorways.  Here is the way it goes:  I am on stage.  On stage and in the 
lights.  The little people far down below.  They love me, they adore me.  They can't help it.  I don't 
blame them.  And now I cross, now I sit, now I stand.  All my actions are tied to my lines.  Everything 
makes sense and tells a story.  My character has depth.  Looks more easy than it is . . . because I make 
it look easy.  Still need good judgement and those instincts and that talent thing you don't have it!  And 
now I'm out . . . and back and . . . (with sadness) I really am cast in this play.

Amy:  Emily?  Focus Emily!

Ms. Stilson:  Focus?  On . . . what?  No substance.  No relevance.  No . . . blocking.

Amy:  You can do it Emily.  You can . . . 



Ms.  Stilson:  Remember . . . 

Amy:  Yes, go on.

Ms. Stilson:  Remember . . . my . . . lines.

Amy:  That's right.  Your lines.  You can remember them.  And do you know what that means?

Ms. Stilson:  Blocking.

Amy:  Yes.  Blocking.  It means your blocking will change again . . . and you will be sad.

Assistant Stage Manager:  (From off stage.)  Has everyone signed in?!

Light go down on Ms.  Stilson and Amy.

As the lights come back up, the Thespians come out on stage.  Lines from the song should be randomly 
assigned to each of the six different blocks.  They begin singing to the tune of Everyday I Write the 
Book by Elvis Costello.

Don't tell me I should enter sooner
When you told me yesterday to enter later
Yes you did, this is a change
Of course some feel this play is language without thought
The actor has been cut adrift and is really flying blind

And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks

On day one we came out with the lights
On day two we came out with “where am I?”
You shook your head and said this is not a change
Then you said it wasn't right on the very next night.

And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks

You understand
Fritsch and Hitzig stimulated the cortex of a dog
Bizarre human syndromes
All your directions and your blocking remarks
Are captured in my script in my pencil marks

And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks

On day one we came out with the lights
On day two we came out with “where am I?”



You shook your head and said this is not a change
Then you said it wasn't right on the very next night.

And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks

Don't tell me you understand my character
My character has no definition
Just a one dimensional throw away persona
I'm just taking up space on the stage for no good reason
But I'm smiling through it all so I can get a better role next season

And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks

On day one we came out with the lights
On day two we came out with “where am I?”
You shook your head and said this is not a change
Then you said it wasn't right on the very next night.

And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks 
And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks
And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks
And I'm giving you a dirty look
Everyday, everyday, everyday you change the blocks

(Black out.)

Opening Night
Lights come up over “The Best Seats in the House”.  The stage manager sits in one chair.  An empty 
bottle of Plymouth Gin in his hand.  The Stage Manager sings to the tune of Behind Blue Eyes by The 
Who.

No one knows what it's like 
To be the bad man 
To be the ass hole 
Stage manager 

No one knows what it's like 
To be first 
To be last 
Hearing all the whining 

But my life 



Is not as empty 
As it might seem to be 

I have friends, I have passions 
I have things to do
When my time is free 

No one knows what it's like 
To sit through this play 
Night after night 
And not have booze 

I should have never opened that email 
My intelligence 
Took a back seat to my ego 
Is this show through? 

But my life 
Is not as empty 
As my bottle seems to be 

I could be doing photography 
Or working on my books 
Oh I long to be free 

When I say get your ass on the stage
I mean get your fucking ass on stage now
And if I say fuck in every fucking sentence
Suck it up and fuck you anyhow

If you put fucking tissues in your pockets
Take the mother fucking tissues out
I'm not your bitch nor your fucking momma
Why can't you listen, why must I shout?

No one knows what it's like 
To be the bad man 
To be the ass hole 
Stage manager 

Assistant Stage Manager:  (From off stage.)  Has everyone signed in?!

Stage Manager:  Oh fuck all . . . 

Lights fade on the Stage Manager.  Lights up on Ms. Stilson at centre stage.  She sits in an over-sized 
chair.  Amy looks down on her.

Ms. Stilson:  Memory.



Amy:  Yes, come on,  “Memory.”  Oh come on, I bet you can remember lots of your lines.  You've been 
running them a lot lately.  On weekends.  In the shower.  Driving around town.  What about your 
blocking?  Tell me about your blocking.

Ms. Stilson:  Sometimes I cross upstage . . . with my back to the . . . what that word is . . . audience. 
Sometimes I cross downstage . . . sometimes my cross is blocked by . . . 

Amy:  By what Emily?

Ms. Stilson:  Screens.  Damn screens.  And stage manager . . . keeps yelling at me . . . right . . . left . . . 
right he says.  Makes no sense.  If he would just shut up.

Amy:  That's very good Emily.  He should just shut up.

Ms. Stilson:  This is like what I use to do on stage . . . 

Amy:  What did you use to do on stage?  Emily, you know the word for it.

Ms. Stilson:  Acting.

Amy:  Very good!

Ms. Stilson:  Dramatic acting.

Amy:  Oh that is very good!  Really!  (Pause.)  Emily, do you know what tonight is?

Ms. Stilson:  Opening night?

Amy:  Yes.  That's right.  It's opening night.

Ms. Stilson:  Where do you get lines from?

Amy:  I'm an acting teacher.  I don't actually learn lines.  I just tell other people to learn lines.

Ms. Stilson:  Oh.  (Pause.)  Who was that man?

Amy:  What man?

Ms. Stilson:  In our rehearsal.  He seemed like an actor.

Amy:  Oh yes, that was last week.

Ms. Stilson:  I thought for sure that he was an actor.

Amy:  Yes.

Ms. Stilson:  I remember you asked him to move move up stage and . . .

Amy:  He did.



Ms.  Stilson:  Yes, he did.  Then you asked him to move . . .

Amy:  Stage left.

Ms. Stilson:  Yes, stage left and . . . he . . . went . . . stage right.  That was very . . . scary.

Amy:  Yes.  Emily, that was the director.

Assistant Stage Manager:  (From off stage.)  House opens in two minutes!  Quiet back stage!  Has 
everyone signed in!

Ms. Stilson:  I have to pee!  Where's my water bottle!  Don't know my lines!  (Sound of wind.  Lights  
begin to change.  Amy recedes into the darkness.)  It comes now without my asking . . . I am alone on 
stage and I wish I was some place else.  But it's happening.  The show is opening.  (Amy is gone.  Ms. 
Stilson is alone on stage under a single light.  Darkness all around.)  I am on the stage.  It's my stage 
now.  I hear the footsteps in the wings.  Can't they walk quietly?  Why do they have to talk in the 
wings?  Doesn't matter, must block them out.  Make the gestures, say the lines, all alone – feel the 
spotlight!

(The footsteps and whispers in the wings grows louder, then fades away.  Silence.  She is content.)

Ms. Stilson:  But this is another play.  Where I've been also.  It is Beckett and no one else is on the 
stage.  Am I remembering?  To have been what I always am – and so changed from what I was.  Have 
to find something.  Read . . .  Use . . .  What would I do with . . .  Toothbrush?  Somewhere is my 
toothbrush.  Somewhere are my lines.  My lines, must find my lines.  Dark all around, only noise back 
stage.  Don't possess a clue to what my lines are.  Coughing in the audience . . . and then a bit of 
silence.  Just a moment, faint, I can focus.  I inhale!  Heart pounding with relief, with joy, hoping to 
make it through this scene, I'll do anything.  I can make up lines long enough for someone to make an 
entrance and save me.  No one else coming on stage . . .  It's a play all right, but no other characters – 
just me, an extended monologue of non-sense words randomly picked from a hat.  Nothing.  Still, on I 
go.  Maybe something will come to me.  A hint in my mind about where I'm suppose to go.  Physically 
I can't move, but my mind is circling.  I know I'm just wasting time.  If I don't remember a line soon I'm 
going to crash.  Break a leg you might say.  I know I should move on, just go to the next screen.  Find 
my toothbrush!  But no, I just keep circling in my mind.  These same silly words in this same silly play. 
I'm scared to walk off stage into the dark.  Can't see in the dark.  And all the noise from back stage. 
Still, what my lines are?  Can't recall.  Must be . . . something flubbshy.  Time running out, almost 
gone, may be too late anyhow.  Light cues are automated anyway, so – I open my mouth up and out 
comes A REALLY LOUD SHOUT BECAUSE WE ALL KNOW THAT SHOUTING ON STAGE IS 
THE SAME THING AS CONVEYING EMOTION AND THE AUIDENCE IS OLD AND SENILE 
AND WON'T KNOW THE DIFFERENCE ANYWAY!

Ms. Stilson sings to the tune of Bohemian Rhapsody by Queen.

Ms. Stilson:

Is this the real life, is this just fantasy
Caught in a stage play, I've lost grasp of reality
Open your eyes, look onto the stage and see



I have been miscast, I need your sympathy
Because my campaign capital is running a little low
Anyway the director says, blocking doesn't matter to me, to me

Dammit, just forgot my lines, lights come up on stage,
I am spinning into a rage
Dammit, I could have been a real actor
But now I've gone and thrown it all away

Dammit oooh (Thespians:  No one on book.) I know I know these lines
I knew the fucking things when I was in the shower
I carry on, I carry on, no one knows the difference anyway

Too late, my lines are lost, say what ever I want to say
Doesn't matter anyway
Well now well now, what can I do
Gotta leave this place behind for Omaha
Topeka oooh (Amy:  Emily, are you all right?)
I don't want to act, I sometimes wish I'd never auditioned at all

(Lights up on the Thespians.)

Thespians:

I see a little lost actress on the stage
Well now well now, well now well now, will you play a stroke victim
Automated lighting, very very frightening thing
Don't mess up sound (don't mess up sound)
Don't mess up sound (don't mess up sound)
Don't mess up sound and start over (everything is wrong)

Ms. Stilson:

Oh now what do I do, the board op has screwed up
I'll just ride it out and hope for the best
Soon this will be over and I can get some rest

Thespians:

Ella's riffs of scat, in the rec room after all
Possibility!  Tiny subclinical infarct
Possibility!  Subclinical infarct
Possibility!  Subclinical infarct
Can you feel this?  Can you feel this?
Can you feel this?  Who fixes teeth?
Teeth, teeth, teeth, teeth, teeth, teeth, toothbrush

(Amy appears upstage of the scrim.)



Amy:

Emily, Emily, Emily are you all right?

Ms. Stilson:

Beelzebub has a role written for me, for me, for me
Rumple chumps and jumps outgoes inside up
Now we turn it, now we bank it, now we spin it
Oh Joey, can't do this to me Joey
I have to start learning lines for the next play I'm in

Touch her for me would you, take it give it okay
Touch her for me would you, here it goes then out
There I think on wings

Thank you . . .

(Lights fade.  As they are going down a spark from on of the lighting instruments falls, lands on the 
head of an audience member and the house erupts into an inferno of burning old lady hair.)

The End


